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This quarter, I would like you to review what we have done so far this year. So 

for your project, I would like you to choose 8 major events from the time 

period we have studied (1865-1945) and summarize them. Each of the events 

should be a separate slide on your Keynote presentation. The event should be 

summarized in a text box with 2-3 sentences and then joined on the slide with 

a picture that goes along with the event. Each slide should have a title on the 

top of the slide with the event’s name. The more information you include for 

your events, the better your grade. Events must be from the time period listed: 

1865-1945. Your Keynote presentation should be turned in as an attachment to 

the 3rd Quarter Project assignment on EbackPack. You can do this from 

Keynote when you are finished (see the back of this page for help).    
Here is an example slide for an event we have not studied yet (so you can’t use it ☺). 

 

    

    

    
Due Date: Monday April 11, 2016 

Late projects are minus 10% per day 

Keynote is an app that works a lot like 

Powerpoint! You simply add slides and 

put pictures and text on the slides as 

you wish. Then, your project is viewed 

just like a Powerpoint show. 

First Man Walks on the Moon 

On July 20, 1969 at 10:56 p.m. EDT, American 

astronaut Neil Armstrong, 240,000 miles from 

Earth, speaks these words to more than a billion 

people listening at home: “That’s one small step 

for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Stepping off 

the lunar landing module Eagle, Armstrong 

became the first human to walk on the surface of 

the moon. 

Grade 8 



Directions for turning in your project on EbackPack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Share – open in another app Choose PDF file as usual 

Click “Choose app” Pick “Open in Ebackpack” 

Pick “Assignment turn in” and 

then just turn in the way you 

usually do.  Pick your class and 

assignment to attach it to and just 

upload – and mark as complete! 

Congratulations! 


